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This year we had a successful VST.   Well mostly, it was stinking hot and no 
one passed, but we had wonderful judges, head tracklayer  
(Hans Muessig), on site (Denise Nord) and off site secretary  
(Ann Karrick), tracklayers and other volunteers.  The judges,  
Joan Telfer and Inge Suchanek, handle 2 days of sweltering heat and 6 
tracks.   It did not scare Inge away, she is coming back to  
judge 2022 VST on June 4-5 with Lois Leidahl-Marsh. 

Our tracking seminar on June 19 was a huge success with super volunteers.  
We rotated people and dogs to different areas to learn new skills and/or 
different ideas.  The morning were mostly young or new dogs/people  
to the sport of tracking.  The afternoon were different types of VST  
work.  Many requests for more seminars.  Also, to do a tracklaying  
seminar. 
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to this issue! 
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The President's Track ….

Our TD test in October was held in a new place, Mississippi River West Regional Park.  Thank you,  
Becky Johnson for scoping out this wonderful, beautiful place.  We had 4 entries out of 8 available.  
I was puzzled why the test didn’t fill.  I talked to many people and noticed other tests were not 
always filling either.  Many mentioned the heat this summer and hard to get out to practice.  Our 
judges, Nan Cochrane and Ted Jewell planned some awesome tracks.  Head tracklayer (Joan Telfer) 
Onsite Secretary (Julia Torgersen), Off site secretary (Ann Karrick) and great tracklayers.  All 4 entries 
passed!!!! 

Our TDX test for October 23,  2022 will be back at Kinnickinnick since Mississippi West cannot 
handle 6 TDX tests. Not sure where TCOTC will have their TD test at.  Remember, every other year 
we trade off with TCOTC on who holds which test.   

Other 2022 events to plan for: 

February 12 will be virtual ZOOM annual meeting and Awards.  More to come.  Thank you Julie 
Heaton-Hill for setting this up the Zoom for this and our meeting on December 10 

2022 VST June 5 

Tracking Seminar June 18 

Hopefully more to come, keep in touch with the CVTC emails for current up dates 

I believe 2022 will be a fantastic year for tracking 

Thank you everyone, hope everyone has a great Holiday…see you next year! 

Jenny Zimmerman 
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On October 24, 2021, Croix Valley Tracking Club held their first TD Test at a new site, Mississippi West 
Regional Park in Ramsey, MN. There were 4 entries and all 4 entries passed! Judges, tracklayers, and 
handlers loved the new site which is much more TD friendly than Kinnickinnic State Park where we had last 
year’s test. 

Judges for the test were Nan Cochrane and Ted Jewell. Jenny Zimmerman was secretary with Julia 
Torgerson acting as field secretary. Jenny was also chair and Joan Telfer was head track layer. 

The first track was run by Liz Hawkins and her dog Caeros (aka Carrot), a Miniature Schnauzer. Caeros ran a track 
laid by Kate Heezen in 4 minutes and all was smooth going. Liz was especially fond of the new fields as she had 
experienced Kinni as both a track layer and handler. She said, “I only almost tripped once.”  Caeros is now 
Opportunity Knox With a Little Angel CD BN RI NAP NJP JE DCAT ACT2 SCN SIN SEN TKA TD. 

October 24, 2021, Croix Valley Tracking Club TD Test  
Kati Green 

Photos- Joan Telfer



The second track was run by Ellie Driver and her Miniature American Shepherd, Twig, on a track laid by 
Steve Kath. Twig’s test went smoothly also with a finishing time of 5 minutes. 

 Twig is now Silvermist New Direction TD. 

Here is Ellie’s version of the day:  It was a chilly morning and I got to see how the process goes with 
drawing our Track Number (which bonds us to our tracklayer). It was a real eye opener to see how 
many people are needed to put on a Tracking Test. I met some wonderful and supportive tracking folks 
while waiting. Twig’s breeder came to cheer us on and I was visiting with her when word came that the 
first track had been completed in 4 minutes! It was time to suit up and get Twig in harness. No more 
time for jitters as Steve guided us to our track. Once we hit the start flag, it was a blur. I recall Twig 
doing one back and forth check after the directional flag, and then she led, and I followed at a jog to 
the glove and big celebration! A final fantastic surprise was my tracking buddy greeting me as we 
approached the parking lot! I had that Cloud Nine feeling for at least the next 2 weeks 

Twig (Silvermist New Direction) my Mini American Shepherd and I were fortunate enough 
to pass the TD Test on October 24. 

It was exhilarating! 
I feel very grateful to the army of volunteers it takes to put on one of these tests! 

Ellie Driver 
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The third track laid by Kati Green was run by Taylor Prchal and her German Shepherd Dog, Konnie. As the tracklayer, I 
got to see this track run and it would have been an ideal one to have pictures of as it started on the side of a hill and 
went down into a valley with green grass, so one could easily see the GSD (which would have been camouflaged in 
the higher dead grass area). I noticed only one slight hesitation on the first corner and then it was straight down the 
track and around the corners to the glove.  

She finished in 4 minutes! Konnie is now Zuza von der Staatsmacht RN TKI TD. 

 Taylor is new to the sport of tracking and these are her comments on the test, “As a new comer I was very excited to 
have such a welcoming group of people, with some sports it can be hard to feel so welcome. I had no issues with that 
at all, everyone is kind and willing to answer questions or just chat! The ground was lovely, a nice mix of grass and 
prairie grass with a nice solid base. I was happy with the tire tracks that she crossed them without issue, gives me faith 
in future cross tracks. It was a beautiful area to track! Well run event and I was SO happy to see 4/4”  
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Track 4 was laid in the front part of the field by the frontage road. Katelynn Arnold and her English 
Cocker Spaniel, Wilson, ran this track laid by Julie Heaton-Hill. Katelynn commented that their time was 
5 minutes on a 465 yd. track with 5 turns. Wilson is now Sapphire Beg Your Pardon TD. 

Even though the test did not fill, everyone was happy to have 4 passes on a chilly, windy October day 
and the club got 3 new members! 

Kati Green 

Konnie passed her TD on her first attempt at the fall trial, happily to report with each other 
competitor passing as well!  

Konnie and I started our career in IGP (formerly known as Schutzhund) which made tracking a 
priority at a very young age, while IGP is more of a precision footstep to footstep tracking it 
helped bridge me over nicely to AKC Tracking without issue or conflict between the two sports.  

As we have titled out in IGP we now find things to train for that a dog can handle as they age so 
you will hopefully see quite a bit more of us as our end goal is CT.. you have to have big goals, 
right? This is my first competition dog!  

I look forward to putting a TD on my young dog as we work on our IGP titles as well. I truly enjoy 
the welcoming to the club and look forward to further involvement!  

Konnie is:  
UCH URO1 V1 Zuza von der Staatsmacht IGP3 TD RN TKI TC  

Taylor Prchal 
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From my perspective as a first time VST track layer, it seemed to all go well in terms of 
tracks laid.  
It was beastly hot and in my novice opinion, that must have had a lot to do with no passes.  
But the teams that I saw set out (and I followed some) looked like they were working hard 
with dogs ready to use their noses.  There were some very close “almost did its” Sunday!  
   And some of us track layers, carrying out maps, were slowly followed by campus security 
as we walked our tracks.  
One asked me “Mam, may I ask what you are doing?”  I explained and he started to pull 
his vehicle away and gave me a wave when he learned I was not a white haired, middle 

aged, sweaty spy 😊  
  
As I practice VST terrain with our Bichon Lena, this was the ideal learning experience for 
me (laying a VST track)!  What are the judges looking at, what sort of terrain are they 
choosing, article placement, what the heck is a ‘moment of truth’ in tracking, and the fun of 
watching a dog and her/his nose work!    Hans did an excellent job of organizing track 
layers, drop off an pick up times, coordinating other drivers.  Ann Kerrick, thanks for your 
work as secretary, Jenny for picking up the equipment and bringing it to River Falls 
Saturday morning (even with other commitments on a busy Saturday). 
  
And Joan and Inge for laying some great tracks!  I was very impressed to meet “Erin” from 
the Brainerd area, who is interested in tracking and came down for the weekend just to be 
a tracklayer, having never tracked before!  And Matt, another first time track layer!  I don’t 
want to miss the names of ANY track layers.  Hans, please post their names so they can 
each take a (sweaty) bow.  

Julie Heaton-Hill 
 

VST 2021 Test  



2021 brought more changes as we and our dogs navigated Covid and quarantine….

Member’s Tracking Tips! 

Whenever I'm running in a test or doing a blind track and I get nervous, I 
visualize Georgie laying down on the glove (last article) and we’re celebrating. 
I find myself relaxing then and smiling inside!  I don't remember who gave me 
this tip but it's helped me for 10 years now over several TDs/TDXs and VST 
attempts. 

Mary Barker 

If you're having trouble reading your dog and have a trusted tracking 
partner, switch dogs. Run each other's dog on a track you laid. That way 
you can observe its behavior without any emotional involvement.  

Joan Telfer 
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2022 Croix Valley Tracking Club 
Membership Renewal (for 2021) 

Date Submitted________________ 
Membership Dues $30.00 , one voucher can be used for membership or to get in the worker draw for 
one of our tests.  Using my voucher for membership___________ $15  (see below for more 
information on vouchers) 
Applicant(s) Name: ____________________________________________________________________ 

Address: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

City: ___________________________________________State____________Zip Code_______________ 

Phone: __________________________ cell phone:_____________________________ 

E-Mail _______________________________________ 

Occupation (optional): ___________________________________________________________________ 

How do you want to be notified of upcoming events? Check one:       Email me ___      Call me _____ 

I/We hereby agree to abide by the constitution and bylaws of the Croix Valley Tracking Club and the Rules 
and Regulations of the American Kennel Club. 

Email Notification  CVTC events/info notification is done by Email  
croixvalley_tracking@yahoogroups.com 

If you do not get notifications, please let Jenny Zimmerman know    tabodyworks@gmail.com 

Signature _______________________________________________________ 

Indicate the areas in which you would be willing to help at a match or trial:       

(Best way to notify you: ____ email___ text____call) 

_____Chairperson _____Judge _____Trial Secretary _____Head Tracklayer     _____Tracklayer 

_____Cross-Tracklayer _____Hospitality _____Gallery Control _____Fundraising Activities 

____housing for out of state tracking judges _____Transportation for judges at trial or transportation for  

exhibitors and/or tracklayers at trial _____Do you want to be a Nominee for CVTC Board of Directors 

Please mail completed application with dues payable to:  Croix Valley Tracking Club 
        Jenny Zimmerman 
        780 Cottage Ave W. 

St. Paul, MN 55117 

Thank you for renewing and welcome to Croix Valley Tracking Club!  Visit our website at www.cvtclub.org 

Remember, one day of work gets you 1/2 of a voucher or 1/2 of worker draw coupon 
Two days gets you a voucher (for 1/2 off of membership) or a worker draw coupon.      

Out of state members can help by preparing flyers, finding judges ….just call a board member. 
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